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Among other topics, they concentrated 
on the current climate at university 
campuses regarding Jewish students, 
asserting that these campuses have 
become dangerous for them. The 
accounts also highlighted the crimes 
committed by Hamas on October 7, 
with a particular focus on sexual 
assaults, and published content critical 
of UNRWA.
The content included links to three 
fictitious online platforms: 
Non-Agenda, The Moral Alliance, and 
Unfold Magazine. A significant portion 
of the pro-Israel content on these 
websites was sourced from 
international news sites, although some 
of it was original.

Executive Summary

In recent years, FakeReporter has 
exposed several foreign influence 
networks originating from various 
countries, including Iran and Russia. 
These networks aimed to harm Israel by 
deepening social polarization and 
demoralizing the public. However, this is 
the first instance in which FakeReporter 
has encountered such an extensive and 
complex network dedicated to promoting 
pro-Israel messages abroad. Unlike the 
influence networks operating within 
Israel, which target the general public, 
the current network seems focused on 
influencing legislators. Its strategy 
involves creating the perception of 
widespread American support for Israel 
and its actions since October 7th.

Between November 2023 and February 
2024, FakeReporter uncovered hundreds 
of fake profiles on X that promoted 
pro-Israeli content online. This network 
primarily targeted American politicians, 
especially Black members of the United 
States Senate and House of 
Representatives. The accounts within this 
network demonstrated consistent patterns 
of behavior typical of foreign influence 
operations, including accounts created 
simultaneously, sharing identical names, 
profile pictures, cover photos, and 
usernames. These accounts frequently 
posted and shared identical content.
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Introduction

2/2/24 - Jones' first tweet about the network. 

2/15/24 - Jones' second tweet

In early February 2024, international 
disinformation researcher Mark Owen Jones 
unveiled a new foreign influence network 
primarily active on X, Facebook, Instagram, 
and Threads. This network utilized hundreds 
of "sock puppets" to disseminate Israeli 
propaganda, frequently using fake websites to 
reinforce their message.

Jones discovered that the network employed 
stolen profile pictures and that the majority of 
the accounts were created on the same date. 
He also exposed the network's publishing of 
anti-UNRWA messages. Later in the same 
month, Jones reported a connection between 
one of the network's accounts and pro-Israel 
and anti-Muslim accounts on X. The attention 
drawn by X users to this publication prompted 
an in-depth investigation into the network.

https://twitter.com/marcowenjones/status/1753473651108614396?s=20
https://twitter.com/marcowenjones/status/1758042211227206010?s=20
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Platforms
● X (formerly Twitter).
● Facebook.
● Instagram.
● Websites.

Population
● X - 449 avatars, 56,153 tweets.
● Facebook - 148 avatars, 1,141 posts and comments.
● Main Digital Assets - 3 X accounts, 3 Facebook pages, 2 

Instagram accounts and 2 websites. Total number of main 
accounts and websites - 10. 

Methodology

Research Goals
● Characterizing the network.
● Analysis of network’s assets and content.
● Identifying the network's target audience.
● Analyzing the network's messaging.

Research Method
● Quantitative analysis of fake accounts.
● Quantitative analysis of digital assets.
● Qualitative analysis of the network's discourse.

Research Period
1/11/2023 - 6/3/2024
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Pro-Israeli Influence Network

 Network
Characteristics
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Network characteristics

 Chapter
Abstract

1
Hundreds of Facebook and X accounts are promoting pro-Israel content in 
comments directed at American users, including lawmakers.

2
Identifying network traits: The network exhibits patterns such as the 
concurrent opening of accounts, recurrent use of specific names, profile 
photos (including stolen ones), cover photos, and usernames.

3
The network consists of four main groups: a core group that forms the 
base of the network, a group of profiles that pretend to be average Israeli 
individuals, a group of fake profiles dedicated solely to sharing and 
retweeting posts, and a group of profiles tasked with replying to posts.

4
This chapter focuses on analyzing the "core group".
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Network characteristics

Between November 2023 and February 
2024, hundreds of fictitious profiles 
were identified on Facebook and X. 
These profiles were primarily promoting 
pro-Israeli content in the comments and 
replies to posts from American users, 
notably focusing on US lawmakers.

The content distributed by these profiles 
included political messaging against 
UNRWA, Hamas, and the “axis of evil”. 
Additionally, the content supported 
Israel, affirmed the historical rights of 
the Jewish people to the land of Israel, 
expressed solidarity with the Jewish 
nation, and promoted Western values.

Examples of the discourse by the fake profiles in the network

A tweet responding to an African American 
member of Congress draws a connection 
between the Black community in the USA and 
Jews, while also advocating for the support of 
Israel.

A tweet that complaining about the lack of 
coverage of "Palestinian evil" in the media.

Tweets criticizing American universities amid 
attacks on Jewish students were written in 
responses to politicians and influencers.

Tweets criticizing UNRWA, amidst reports 
alleging involvement of certain UNRWA 
employees in terrorist activities.

https://twitter.com/MartinezJa13386/status/1726631923764924472
https://twitter.com/FosterTyle70459/status/1732746515842568575
https://twitter.com/PattersonF30724/status/1731631707621868031
https://twitter.com/Richardson11426/statuses/1749109252814147649
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Network segmentation by activity type on X. N = 449

Among the network's characteristics are accounts that were all 
opened on the same date, featuring repetitive profile names, profile 
pictures (including stolen images), cover photos, aliases, and more. 
The network's activity on X is divided into four groups:
● Core Group: Forms the base of the network.
● "Israeli" Group: Comprises fictitious profiles impersonating 

Israelis.
● Retweeters: Consists of fictitious profiles that occasionally 

retweet pro-Israeli content but primarily focus on promoting 
commercial content.

● Responders: Includes fictitious profiles that occasionally 
respond on behalf of the network but mostly concentrate on 
promoting commercial content.

The research is derived from tweets from 449 accounts identified as 
part of the network.

Network characteristics
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Examples of tweets on X

Core group: The profile publishes messages 
against UNRWA and the Palestinians with a link 
to one of the network's most prominent assets: 
Non-Agenda

Retweeters: The profile retweets a tweet from 
one of the network’s digital assets. But most of 
the time the profile shares commercial content. 
For example a Thai gambling game.

Responders: The profile responds to 
Non-agenda with a pro-Israeli message, and 
at the same time also responds to a 
commercial crypto account.

Network characteristics

https://twitter.com/AlexanderB23291/status/1752553452566130932
https://twitter.com/AlexanderB23291/status/1753024849675420006
https://twitter.com/AdamaDominica/status/1741002425807605788
https://twitter.com/ZQNNE7/status/1753103873550713144
https://twitter.com/AdileneeePit/status/1757625145517306029
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Among the fake profiles in the core group on X, 70% 
(225) were created in September 2023. Of these, 
85% opened on the same day, September 25, 2023.

On that same day, an account for Unfold Magazine, 
one of the network's main digital assets, was also 
opened. The network uses this asset to disseminate 
messages from a seemingly credible source.

All the fake profiles created in January 2024 were 
established between the 22nd and the 23rd of the 
month.

This high concentration of accounts being opened on 
or around the same date aligns with the patterns 
identified in many foreign influence networks we have 
previously encountered. It further indicates the 
existence of an organized network in this instance.Opening dates of the fictitious profiles from the core group on X by months, n = 338.

Network characteristics
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The network was active on Facebook as 
well, but obtaining organized 
information and data about the creation 
dates of Facebook profiles can be 
challenging. Despite this challenge, we 
uncovered that many fake profiles from 
the core group changed their profile 
pictures and/or cover photos around 
the same time.

The simultaneous change of profile 
and/or cover photos within the same 
timeframe suggests that these actions 
were not initiated by authentic users.

Examples of profile pictures and cover photos that were changed on the same date: Profile pictures changed on November 
21st, 2023, are shown on the right, while cover photos changed on January 23rd, 2024, are shown on the left.

Network characteristics

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2044890492543667&id=61555634081281&substory_index=2044890492543667&__cft__[0]=AZU5hV3Jbcxf0sPZvONh68trjsXv08IdddNuDlxoqq8BBSoQbomBgo-HKV3LeaySnk0SfEgnxYwl8TgtTEP8RQxS1s0leHde0Z2w_fh-9AxyCi9TJBXASLb53k8H57fEsasa4288L3SqMSopqeGG0qGolQnz0rfQPIpjyybJTywjUA&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=393904623171132&id=61555751103988&substory_index=393904623171132&__cft__[0]=AZWaIiO5QxKYoXWbK_3u42h5H14FynLOdngmfTO5j2rO13U36vx9Ng_cNbPZa03FikTqbKGI7kK1qTFw9zVVay3pnA9JqBXaZgyCJwjzbeAa4zjoZ8TJ06pH9WUbch_a4f4A13_2e5igEZj362L-DjcMtW0gE3qXa6FJqxS6wcl25w&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vanpiski.dygalo.77/posts/7261481623902727:862682928687063?__cft__[0]=AZUiYxeE0o2l8O3j3mi30MDfHwZHlIhVrNi8yDMzlOPK6a2DwcVVnOym9uYbppVQT8RqAQ6SNiAF_QhR5VQMknzCG282P8HRMgteFVldGiwi416gV-UL9OwrlLZZMyhoXOChWffsAVY1iCc1vmDHHLS5bujpymOOBZGIhC-znUE1sA&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/tsh.tsh.9/posts/2476512062510052:324156750328766?__cft__[0]=AZVOKhW1U8Teu691foVNBZ5s8fplT8tYU4_9DccbjwJ3eWSs4XMJg1Mz66Yy70LzXGXYh07POS_EcnsUP_e2Elci5NIzgiyvOb6JMoN1BllVc41sGs053tvfRcRrcaslgeqBpxuNDiAQPUtuZ3y2bchD6nbVEILdJ064DtEVcYrTMA&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/peach.tester/posts/2561381904065635:1911102475952864?__cft__[0]=AZUSFCU0jvK3xNWu9Kttx59gKgD7swcY6jaBRo-Dvz-FuzxsGS-qu0eV8JYuF-dMG6TVYosopq8isJAr1VZb7BGTeYRCq0xpzPewq2sWgrw1BQkvuTDVXVA8FXXPJYGDxZmp5b6pMcljpsOTD2Ho44kbu8J1SUel-OZ8AQnrKCD52g&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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Among the core group of the network on 
X, 18% of the identified names appeared 
multiple times under different usernames.

For instance, the name Keisha Thompson 
was associated with the network on five 
occasions, each time under a different 
username, including RodriguezM12319, 
RogersDavi97452, and 
RossKennet40381.

The limited pool of names indicates the 
existence of an organized network, 
presumably operating with automated 
tools. The use of automation is a hallmark 
of foreign influence networks, enabling 
operators to rapidly create and manage 
numerous fake profiles efficiently.

Network characteristics

Example of a name that appeared multiple 
times with different usernames. 

Distribution of fake profiles with the same 
name on X.

https://twitter.com/RodriguezM12319
https://twitter.com/RogersDavi97452
https://twitter.com/RossKennet40381
https://twitter.com/WatsonSean41856
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Network characteristics

Examples of names that appeared both on Facebook and X with profile photos of different people.

Top: examples from Facebook. Bottom: examples from X. 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100006362556952
https://twitter.com/WatsonSean41856
https://www.facebook.com/meriyo.nur
https://twitter.com/amanda_jac1040
https://www.facebook.com/vanpiski.dygalo.77/
https://twitter.com/GonzalesEt43548
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Network characteristics

Examples of profile pictures that were taken from other online sources.

Actress Lisa Edelstein, IMDB, 2008. From the Alamy photo database.From the Unsplash photo database.

https://unsplash.com/photos/man-in-red-and-white-striped-polo-shirt-2V6KugYewus
https://twitter.com/AdamsKyle324971
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0249046/mediaviewer/rm2074777600?ref_=nmmi_mi_all_evt_254
https://twitter.com/AllenAaron42729
https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-man-sitting-on-sofa-holding-mug-looking-sad-79828821.html?irclickid=RA-QV4VBXxyPThNyN-3%3AeQeZUkH38K2mjXKnQQ0&utm_source=77643&utm_campaign=Shop%20Royalty%20Free%20at%20Alamy&utm_medium=impact&irgwc=1
https://twitter.com/HughesThom10542
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Network characteristics

Examples of identical profile pictures that appeared on various fake profiles on X.

https://twitter.com/AlexanderT6157
https://twitter.com/norma_cook22602
https://twitter.com/EdwardsDav80770
https://twitter.com/harris_ron94770
https://twitter.com/GreenJose110514
https://twitter.com/BarnesBenj61540
https://twitter.com/PerryAntho87612
https://twitter.com/WardSteven5604
https://twitter.com/AllenJorda17288
https://twitter.com/baker_rona2212
https://twitter.com/VeronicaCa3397
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Network characteristics

Examples of identical profile pictures that appeared on various fake profiles on the internet, both on Facebook 
and X.

Top: Examples from Facebook. Bottom: Examples from X.

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=61555562801634
https://twitter.com/DavisRyan119873
https://twitter.com/CampbellA92178
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=61555839809478&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo3MzQwODg5ODIwNzk3MjdfMTA3NDAzNTQ4MDYwNjc4Ng%3D%3D
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Network characteristics

Examples of identical cover photos that appeared on various fake profiles on X.

https://twitter.com/GreenJose110514
https://twitter.com/jones_mich78412
https://twitter.com/Keavnagree
https://twitter.com/KrystolTatee
https://twitter.com/BarnesBenj61540
https://twitter.com/CampbellA92178
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Network characteristics

Examples of fake profiles on X with the same bio

https://twitter.com/NelsonChri93303
https://twitter.com/WalkerDani80143
https://twitter.com/MorrisRoge47131
https://twitter.com/price_benj89497
https://twitter.com/wood_frank52829
https://twitter.com/PattersonF30724
https://twitter.com/SmithEric14126
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Network characteristics

Examples of fake profiles displaying a mismatch between the displayed name and the username

https://twitter.com/amanda_jac1040
https://twitter.com/AlexanderB23291
https://twitter.com/Anderso33567426
https://twitter.com/curtis35112
https://twitter.com/JohnnyLee151024
https://twitter.com/ChristineP37625
https://twitter.com/curtis77246
https://www.facebook.com/jose.manual.92775
https://www.facebook.com/francisco.centeno.73157
https://www.facebook.com/bobby.mcbob.33/
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Network characteristics

Pattern: bell_saman + numbers Pattern: ROdonnell + numbersPattern: Alexander + capital letter + 
numbers

In several cases, usernames followed a specific sequence or pattern, further raising the suspicion that the network 
employs automation tools to create profiles

https://twitter.com/AlexanderT6157
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Network characteristics

In some tweets, the fake profiles identify with a gender and/or ethnicity that contradicts their profile pictures.

https://twitter.com/MartinezPa45247/status/1725816027064172896
https://twitter.com/MooreT4431/status/1725826169155588354
https://twitter.com/ButlerJuan76763/status/1725826183009382864
https://twitter.com/CampbellA92178/status/1725821423195951279
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Network characteristics

Examples where individuals criticised Hamas using genders and ethnicities that did not match their profile pictures.
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Network characteristics

The category 'Unknown' encompasses fake profiles lacking a human profile picture or instances where the profile picture was unavailable at the 
time of our analysis.

Analysis of the profile pictures of the network on X
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The most common fake profiles 
were those of white men, 
followed by those of white 
women.

On the other hand, among the 
fake profiles that presented 
themselves as black people, the 
gender distribution of the 
profiles is almost equal between 
men and women.

Distribution of gender and ethnic affiliation of the fake profiles in X according to the profile picture. N = 338.
The category 'Unknown' encompasses fake profiles lacking a human profile picture or instances where the profile picture was unavailable at 
the time that we conducted our analysis.

Network characteristics
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Foreign Influence Network

Main Digital Assets

02
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Main Digital Assets

1
The fake profiles promote and respond with links to three digital assets 
resembling news sites or organizations: Non-Agenda, The Moral Alliance, 
and Unfold Magazine. These assets serve to substantiate and validate the 
numerous assertions made by the network.
2
Accounts on X, Facebook, and Instagram, as well as personal websites, 
were created for all the digital assets.
3
Each digital asset focuses on slightly different topics but all promote 
pro-Israeli interests and messages, including content against UNRWA and 
Hamas.
4
Several characteristics indicate a connection between these properties, 
including IP addresses, opening dates, activity, and identical content.

 Chapter
Abstract
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The fake online profiles promote and 
respond with links to three digital assets, 
resembling news sites or organizations: 
Non-Agenda, The Moral Alliance, and 
Unfold Magazine.

The opening date of Unfold Magazine's X 
account matches the opening date of most 
fake profiles in the network. The remaining 
digital assets were created on earlier dates, 
yet their first recorded activity began in the 
period following October 7th. In most 
cases, the activity of the various accounts 
started around the same date.

Regarding content, each digital asset 
concentrates on a slightly different topic, 
but all promote pro-Israeli interests and 
messages.Comparison of the three primary digital assets that we identified. The data presented is 

accurate as of March 6th 2024. 

Main Digital Assets
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Comparing the content of the three digital assets. 

Non-Agenda The Moral Alliance Unfold Magazine

Bio Non-conforming, Non-binary, Non-partisan: 
Non-Agenda.

Non-Partisan organization, celebrating 
Western morals, traditions, and liberal 
way of life.

Your premier source for news and 
stories from Israel and the vibrant 
tapestry of the Jewish world.

Main Topics 
Covered

International issues from a liberal angle What Jews and Israel have in common 
with the West and Christianity; morality 
and a liberal worldview.

News and stories from Israel and the 
Jewish world. 

Pro-Israel and
Pro-Jewish 
Content

● "The Axis of Evil": Iran, Russia and China
● Solidarity of the leaders of the Black 

community with Israel and the Jews
● Connection between the Land of Israel and 

the Jews
● Involvement of UNRWA employees in the 

massacre on October 7th.

● Iran and Russia are trying to 
destabilize the world

● American Muslim support for 
Hamas

● Returning the Hostages
● Involvement of UNRWA 

employees in the massacre on 
October 7th. 

● Solidarity of the leaders of the 
black community with Israel and 
the Jews

● The war crimes committed by 
Hamas

● The fight against antisemitism
● Involvement of UNRWA 

employees in the massacre on 
October 7th. 

Main Digital Assets
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The activities of the digital asset includes:
● X account
● Facebook page
● Instagram account
● Website

Key Characteristics:
● All of the asset’s posts on the various platforms link 

back to articles on Non-Agenda’s website.
● Most of the content is copied from international 

news sites, and only rarely is original content 
uploaded.

● The content broadly addresses international issues 
from a liberal perspective, occasionally sharing 
information related to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, 
Hamas, and Iran.

● On X, they share articles on a variety of global 
topics, whereas on Facebook and Instagram, they 
exclusively share articles about Israel and the 
dangers of the Arab world.

Top: Facebook. Bottom: InstagramTop: website. Bottom: X

Main Digital Assets - Non Agenda

https://twitter.com/agenda_non
https://nonagenda.com/
https://www.facebook.com/NonAgendaNews/
https://www.instagram.com/nonagenda_news
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First post on Facebook: “Our mission is 
to empower you with knowledge…”

First post on instagram: The connection 
between the massacre on October 7th 
and the “axis of evil”.

The first posts published on each of the platforms

First tweet on X: A thread with the goal of 
demonstrating the bond between the Jews 
and Israel.

Main Digital Assets

https://twitter.com/agenda_non/status/1738930924002103365
https://www.facebook.com/NonAgendaNews/posts/pfbid0d8jT9PjwgBsdGRRDAD4zQDEpD1mCKNCvNq8yo4bx6VAcPZNfRLsb5oSPen6worbtl?__cft__[0]=AZVDzovQFOdYhN2H-ADzEL4ksvb2cv5eQ3Y5SBb8gHIBXtZ1jAUZwgOjSwQUkEE4Fr9gGL-g-j3QZO-C9Bc0HnZQC5Z0KbSFOowv-QPjaLOj1yXg2RjohnNMqcslHCSrr-sfK1Gt99IdgIiwQNTFrA-0UEpJmvweiTMrGfHeG4rOkB8mt3U9dwjEXNPkzZTA8NE&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.instagram.com/p/C1-U_jANcUA/
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On Facebook and Instagram they are focused on Israel, UNRWA, and “axis of evil”. On X they posted a wide array of topics 
and news from the world.

Examples of posts from the different platforms

Main Digital Assets
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The activities of the digital asset includes:
● X account
● Facebook page
● Instagram account

Key Characteristics:
● The asset does not have a website; therefore, 

its posts and tweets link to news websites or 
do not include links at all.

● The content is almost identical across all 
platforms.

● The content emphasizes the commonality 
between Israel and the West, referring to 
morality and the liberal worldview.

● Occasionally, there are posts related to 
UNRWA and the conflict between Israel and 
Hamas.

● Some posts include religious-Christian content 
that highlights the commonality between 
Judaism and Christianity and quotes from the 
New Testament.

Top: Facebook. Bottom: InstagramX

Main Digital Assets - The Moral Alliance

https://twitter.com/MRL_Alliance
https://www.facebook.com/MRLAlliance
https://www.instagram.com/mrl_al23?fbclid=IwAR27P1_rVj7TDaZlPxxB8ru2Ww24Iaa49tNfb0TyBQ0UOb40UG9lIXek9ks%D7%9B%D7%A9
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First post on Facebook First post on X First post on Instagram

The first posts published on each of the platforms

Main Digital Assets - The Moral Alliance

https://twitter.com/MRL_Alliance/status/1746504573861138457
https://www.facebook.com/MRLAlliance/posts/pfbid02cR1i1Wtmmayj99tfNJ19czWnkVFUEo4ZSC3fRFES35A8sUqnHtwPhASmxpEzzMD9l?__cft__[0]=AZXOFJ0hYtNESt54upRMOUHIxjd2J4XafW7JdwZB_bq5RNp6y0FaSfm0vx00RprPkpckggcGm8MBiAu0PuIaqiQUqVl9Fox1o8rJDEmRu9ZQbKBZgKt6HWxvP89-ITNcxU7IJVuweEQ5mC-HtN2clT8hvZpfo1HTC_AWuZBgmDubHg-yqVTK0pPLtwwpuU-46kw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.instagram.com/p/C2FHzSPrMql/
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Posts by Non-Agenda shared on XA quote from the New Testament about 
universal values.

Post about the involvement of UNRWA 
employees in the massacre

Examples of content on different platforms

Main Digital Assets - The Moral Alliance

https://twitter.com/MRL_Alliance/status/1747708618802143367
https://twitter.com/MRL_Alliance/status/1752291950684672166
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The activities of the digital asset includes:
● X account
● Facebook page
● Web site

Key Characteristics:
● All of their posts on social media link back 

to articles on their website.
● All posts that appear on Facebook also 

appear on X (but not vice versa).
● Thus far, the website has uploaded only 

two "original" articles. The rest of the 
articles on their website are copied from 
other sources.

● The asset presents itself as a source of 
news and stories from Israel and the Jewish 
world, which indeed reflects the focus of 
their content.

● A significant portion of additional content 
addresses the conflict between Israel and 
the Palestinians, Hamas, and the war in 
Gaza.FacebookTop: website. Bottom: X.

Main Digital Assets - UnFold

https://www.facebook.com/UFMagazine
https://ufnews.io/
https://twitter.com/UFN_magazine
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First post on Facebook: "Our mission is to curate and 
deliver content about Israel and the Jewish diaspora."

First tweet on X: "We are your source for news and stories 
from the Jewish world and Israel."

The first post published on each of the platforms

Main Digital Assets - UnFold

https://twitter.com/UFN_magazine/status/1746901309683380454
https://twitter.com/UFN_magazine/status/1746901309683380454
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Examples of posts on the different platforms

A variety of tweets about the Jewish 
world, anti-Semitism, and the fight 
against Hamas. 

Facebook post discussing the connection 
between the struggle of Black people in the 
USA and Jews who joined them in their fight.

Tweet about UNRWA

Main Digital Assets - UnFold

https://www.facebook.com/UFMagazine/posts/pfbid02Zgsq9HgDL1hP46ZDArE53u47bWnAtjNesdvNSSquZpm7fE2K2tqEeP98zvwfsFdCl?__cft__[0]=AZUAkpwCEOG7UNCP4WaFVYvDT9K_AGhoUz6cJ3m-7zFVV7F1t7bfO0Wb3WOTTUtGwxRU2o0vXL5I-Qg1yA-JVvA1KI3BXieinasIayWxdUqxmMFUPDyS89jwDsLjfcEGeQMpEOgNDPR1hGHSkGdNHxDbXIE3SQHipGmVfZtsEFo5l_uZCONW_m1vWLJ7usa70j8&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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A number of factors indicate a 
connection between the assets:

•The first tweets from The Moral 
Alliance and Unfold Magazine were 
uploaded on consecutive days (January 
14 and January 15, respectively).

•The first Instagram posts from 
Non-Agenda and The Moral Alliance 
were posted just a few days apart 
(January 11 and January 14, respectively).

•Checking the history of the IP address 
for the Non-Agenda and Unfold 
websites shows that in the past, the 
websites shared the same address and 
are actually operated by the same party 
(screenshot on the left).Top: the current IP address of Unfold Magazine’s website. Bottom: The history of the 

IP addresses for Non-Agenda’s website. Arrow points to the identical IP address

Main Digital Assets
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Google Tag is the same for the 
websites of Non-Agenda and Unfold. 
This indicates a connection between 
the operators.

Top: The source code of Unfold Magazine’s website. 
Botto,: The source code of the Non-Agenda’s website. 
Highlighted is the Google-Tag shared by both websites: G-S9D1TXDRKM.

Nonagenda.com

Ufnews. io

Main Digital Assets
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Moral Alliance’s X: January 30, 2024.

On January 30, 2024, the X accounts of all the digital assets shared the same screenshot from a Wall Street Journal article 
about UNRWA's connection to the attack on October 7th. Identical posts were also published on the same date on their Facebook 
and Instagram accounts.

Unfold Magazine’s X: January 30, 2024. Non-Agenda’s X: January 30, 2024.

Main Digital Assets

https://twitter.com/agenda_non/status/1752290303455674537
https://twitter.com/UFN_magazine/status/1752291206933934273
https://twitter.com/MRL_Alliance/status/1752291950684672166
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Foreign Influence Network

03

Network's
Content
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Network's content

1
The fake profiles disseminate repetitive texts about American 
universities and their hostility toward Jewish students. The accounts 
also dealt with Hamas’s crimes on October 7, with an emphasis on 
sexual assaults. 

2
Other common texts disseminated by the network discussed UNRWA 
and its workers' connections to October 7, calling for the organization 
to be shut down.

3
The campaign largely targets American politicians, with a particular 
focus on African-American Democratic lawmakers.

 Chapter
Abstract
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Network's content

The network shared a number of identical 
texts across its accounts.

The most frequently shared texts 
addressed the policies of US universities 
towards Israel and Jewish students, 
highlighting concerns about campus safety 
for Jewish students ("Upenn/MIT/Harvard 
is not safe for Jews,” “Harvard and Upen 
should protect all students," etc.).

Other repetitive texts focused on 
condemning Hamas’s actions, specifically 
emphasizing the sexual assaults committed 
by them ("Rape is rape, regardless of the 
victims' ethnicity,” “Hamas are war 
criminals," etc.).

The amount of times each text was posted by the fake profiles online
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A word cloud based on tweets from the network’s core group.

The most common words in the tweets of the fake profiles are, in descending order: UNRWA, 
terror, staff (in relation to UNRWA), and Hamas.

Network's content
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“Hamas’s crimes against humanity must be 
condemned. Rape is rape.”

The Universities are “not safe for Jews”

Network's content

https://twitter.com/BettyRober67086/statuses/1733934500285985088
https://twitter.com/BellR45246/statuses/1735238380420477143
https://twitter.com/bruce_patt90022/status/1733947103532011647
https://twitter.com/BrooksGera68289/status/1734750781314613412
https://twitter.com/GarciaZach83424/status/1734717493808164923
https://twitter.com/HallZachar74466/status/1736540963575628191
https://twitter.com/JenkinsZac43615/status/1736545536084250717
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The fake profiles disseminated 
several generic texts with minor 
modifications against UNRWA.

The text distributed most frequently 
was: "Disturbingly, recent reports 
show 10% of UNRWA staff have ties 
to terror groups, some linked to the 
October 7th attack."

Some other versions of this post 
begin with the words, "Disturbing 
reports," "Shockingly, recent reports 
confirm," and "Disturbing reports 
claim."

The amount of times each text was posted by the fake profiles online.

Network's content
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Identical tweets about UNRWA’s involvement in the attack on October 7th: “Disturbingly, recent reports show 10% of UNRWA staff have ties to 
terror groups, some linked to the October 7th attack. This alarming issue in Gaza needs immediate attention. Don't stay silent, let's talk about it.”

Network's content

https://twitter.com/AdamsKyle324971/statuses/1753096096694652996
https://twitter.com/AlexanderB23291/statuses/1753078448187457550
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Identical responses about UNRWA’s involvement in the attack on October 7th: “Disturbing reports suggest 10% of UNRWA staff may have 
terror links, even tied to the Oct 7 attack. Let's address this concern, not spread misinformation”.

Network's content

https://twitter.com/ChristinaW28837/status/1752745213494173898
https://twitter.com/SarahMarti98008/status/1752750767209931062
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“Disturbing reports claim 10% of UNRWA staff linked to 
terror groups in Gaza. Time to address this serious issue. 
what do you think?”

“Disturbing news from the Middle East! Shockingly, recent reports 
confirm 10% of UNRWA staff have terror ties, implicated in the Oct 
7 attack. This urgent issue needs attention. Spread awareness” 

Network's content

https://twitter.com/DavisRyan119873/status/1753068896742220011
https://twitter.com/bell_saman71191/status/1752749739643130229
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Throughout the duration of our 
research, the various fake profiles 
tweeted against UNRWA on several 
different dates.

The peak of the discourse against 
the organization occurred at the 
end of January 2024, following 
revelations that UNRWA employees 
participated in the massacre. 
However, several tweets against 
UNRWA were also found during the 
months of November and 
December.

The amount  of the tweets against UNRWA written by the fake profiles on X.

Network's content
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December 2023-in response to President 
Biden.

November 2023-in response to a 
pro-Israeli user on X.

January 2024-in response to 
Congresswoman Sydney Kamiager-D

Tweets against UNRWA written by the fake profiles on X

Network's content

https://twitter.com/Bacon_Sanwitch/status/1730081120316788866
https://twitter.com/AllenAaron42729/status/1731640875275399417
https://twitter.com/WatsonSean41856/status/1751901946477178943
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In the entire network, including the groups of 
Retweeters and Commenters, 93.7K account tags 
were identified, with some even repeatedly 
tagging within the network.

To date, 56% of all tagged accounts have been 
checked.

41% of the checked accounts are commercial 
accounts (removed from the graph on the left).

The most frequently mentioned accounts were 
American politicians and accounts identified as 
pro-Israel.

16% of the mentioned accounts were digital assets 
from the network, such as Non-Agenda, and 15% 
were fake profiles from the network.

N=31,166

Network's content
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Yellow: the network’s digital assets. 
Green: the network’s fake profiles. 

20 accounts mentioned most by network profiles on X.

Network's content
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Distribution of politicians by party only

Network's content

Distribution of politicians by party and ethnic identification

Democratic politicians were targeted on X in the highest volumes. 85% of all politicians targeted are Democratic 
members of Congress and the Senate. Of all Democrats tagged, 90% are African-American lawmakers. Among the 
Republicans who were tagged, the situation is reversed: 90% of them are white.
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Most mentioned politicians by fake profiles on X.

Network's content
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Different responses written to American politicians on X

Response to Democrat Congressman Joe Neguse 
-”The value of every human should be upheld and 
protected”

Response to Democrat Congressman Hank Johnson 
-”Hamas is using baby Kfir as a tool for their own 
agenda, it's sickening”.

Response to Democrat Congressman 
Ritchie Torres - “Hamas is perpetuating 
the conflict”.

Network's content

https://twitter.com/Anderso33567426/status/1735314650915557531
https://twitter.com/MorrisSamu50917/status/1730029226881954098
https://twitter.com/BaileyPatr14169/status/1734906710127419509
https://twitter.com/AllenJorda17288/status/1733235896311230784
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Response to Congressman David ScottResponse to Congressman Jonathan L. Jackson  Response to Congresswoman Gwen Moore

Network's content

https://twitter.com/PhillipsAn54314/status/1734222188419461603
https://twitter.com/carl_sanch46892/status/1734222693371715678
https://twitter.com/LewisGrego99316/status/1752892182262870046
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Thus far, we've uncovered 143 fake profiles from 
the network on Facebook, which collectively 
generated 1,144 responses.

Obtaining data from Facebook is challenging due to 
technical difficulties, and it is estimated that there 
are significantly more profiles and responses from 
the same network.

Some repetitive texts from the fake profiles that 
stood out include "Have you seen this?" and "Why 
didn't I hear about this?". These texts illustrate how 
the network attempts to draw attention to the links 
it publishes.

The fake profiles link to posts from the network’s 
digital assets, such as Non-Agenda, which, among 
other topics, deal with the involvement of UNRWA 
employees in the massacre on October 7th.

Repetition of text in fake Facebook profiles' responses.

Network's content
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The majority of the responses from 
the fake profiles were written in 
response to posts by 45 American 
politicians, most of whom are African 
Americans affiliated with the 
Democratic Party.

The remaining posts that the fake 
profiles commented on are from 
pro-Palestinian and pro-Israeli 
accounts, with the content 
commented on varying. The fake 
profiles also commented on posts by 
international news agencies.

To whom fake profiles are responding

Network's content



Response to Congresswoman Frederica 
Wilson, with a link to Unfold Magazine.

Examples of responses written by the fake profiles to American politicians: In all the examples, the link leads 
to an article about UNRWA's involvement in the massacre on October 7th.
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Response to Congresswoman Barbara 
Lee, with a link to Non-Agenda. 

Response to Congresswoman Nikema 
Williams, with a link to Unfold Magazine

Network's content

https://www.facebook.com/RepBarbaraLee/posts/941702607318732?comment_id=693130926323898
https://www.facebook.com/RepWilson/posts/942107467303937?comment_id=1453498681895425
https://www.facebook.com/RepNikemaWilliams/posts/861698459298341?comment_id=230678363439092



